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Mosque to establish their “Temple”.

fire sound bombs, live bullets and rubber bullets inside the mosque
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which caused number of martyrs and injuries and arrested others.

brutal actions against the Palestinian cause, and to assure that the

The continuous storming-calls of Al-Aqsa Mosque and Jerusalem by

Zionists are the occupiers and aggressors to the Palestinian holy

the extremist Zionist groups reached a dangerous phase where the

lands according to the International law and regulations.

settlers asked to open a special door for them to pass to Al-Aqsa,
as it the first step for temporal and spatial partition through allow
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Al-Quds Foundation- Malaysia calls all countries and In-

ternational organizations to stop the Zionist barbarity. At this time, the
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world is establishing
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against organizations which sees it as

the Jews to enter Al-Aqsa every day in a special hours, which means
prevent the Muslims from entering Al-Aqsa during the Jews time.

The Israeli occupation authority is seeking, through this step, to
impose a fact on ground that looks like what happened in Ibrahimi
Mosque, where the occupation divided it between the Muslims
and the extremist Zionists. The Muslims are prevented from enter-

“extremist” while the same world is doing nothing to the Israeli violations
that break down all International regulations and without being stopped.
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Al-Quds Foundation- Malaysia calls the Islamic and Arab

world and the free world to organize global events to stand with

the Palestinian cause, and to protest widely to reject the violation
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ing the Ibrahimi Mosque during the time of the Jews.

The trustees of the Temple Organization, the most extremist, led by
the terrorist “Jarshon Salmon” calls to storm Al-Aqsa Mosque this
week to celebrate “Throne Biblical Holiday” inside Al-Aqsa Mosque,
and to organize a protest and ask the Israeli policemen to protect all

against Al-Aqsa Mosque and Jerusalemites and to deny Judaization
actions in Jerusalem and Palestine.
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al-Quds Foundation- Malaysia calls the Islamic and Arab

leaders to carrying out their responsibilities towards the first issue
of Ummah by prosecuting the aggressors legally and internation-
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ally and
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Jews who want to go to Al-Aqsa to pray and act their Biblical rituals.

The extremist organization added in the statement that “this pro-

Mosque, and end the repeated attempts to demolish and Judaize it

test will be protected by the policemen, please don’t be late, we

and evacuate the Muslims and Jerusalemites from the holy city.

will meet in the Buraq Yard. Wake up Jews and come with us. Today,
the crucial phase began and dozens of settlers and Israeli soldiers
will storm Al-Aqsa from Bab Almaghareba side, the storming will
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al-Quds Foundation- Malaysia calls the preachers all over

the world to focus their speeches on Palestine issue and Al-Aqsa

and to raise the awareness of what’s going on in Jerusalem,
Sondos Osama Al-Ghoul Mosque
and to mobilize all abilities and media and legal powers nationally
Within these brutal ZionistThird
actions against
Palestinian people, Al-Aq- and internationally to stop the occupation plans.
Intermediat
sa Mosque and Jerusalemites, Al-Quds Foundation- Malaysia calls to:
Saudi Arabian Schools in Al-Quds
KL Foundation- Malaysia
Malaysia, Kula Lumpur
start on Sunday until Thursday”.
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Deny the storming of Al-Aqsa Mosque by the Israeli oc-

